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ABSTRACT 

Negative refraction is currently achieved by driving the magnetic permeability and electrical permittivity simultane- 
ously negative. It is studied an alternative route to negative refraction without manipulating these parameters (  and 
 ) on a chiral magnetized plasma. By adding chirality to the plasma, we obtain windows where the refraction is nega- 

tive. The size of these windows depends on parameters such as: chirality degree, external magnetic field and the angle 
of incidence of the electromagnetic wave. The present study demonstrates that the condition for negative phase-velocity 
propagation can be satisfied by non dissipative Faraday chiral medium such as a very dilute magnetized space plasma. 
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1. Introduction 

During the past few years, a new type of artificial meta- 
materials (called left-handed media or negative refractive 
index media), whose electric permittivity and magnetic 
permeability are simultaneously negative in certain fre- 
quency bands, attracted considerable attention of many 
researchers in various fields (see e.g. [1-3]). 

Negative refraction is a property of these artificial ma- 
terials and could in principle be used to construct optical 
microscopes for imaging as small as molecules, and even 
to create devices disguised to make objects invisible. 

These metamaterials exhibit a number of peculiar elec- 
tromagnetic and optical effects/phenomena, including re- 
versals of both Doppler shift and Cherenkov radiation [1], 
negative refraction [1], amplification of evanescent wa- 
ves, negative Goos-Hanchen shift, reversed circular Bragg 
phenomenon, and unusual quantum optical effects [1-4]. 

Very recently, Tretyakov and Pendry et al. demon- 
strated that the backward wave with negative phase ve- 
locity can propagate in chiral materials with nihility [5-7]. 
This is a new approach to the negatively refracting mate- 
rials, where the chiral nihility can be achieved at or near 
the resonant frequency of the permittivity. But the nihil- 
ity does not arise in the case away of resonance. More- 
over, the negative refractive index near resonance of the 
permittivity will get a large imaginary part. This means 
that in the scheme of chiral nihility, the realization of the 
negative refractive index with nearly zero imaginary part 

near resonance is in general impossible. Obviously, the 
impact can be enormous if the negative refraction of the 
chiral materials could be realized in the case of far off 
resonance of the permittivity. 

In the present paper, we consider the backward wave 
propagation in a gyroelectric chiral medium, in which the 
negative refraction is no longer limited to the resonance 
of the permittivity. It can be found that the gyroelectric 
chiral medium may have an advantage over the chiral 
medium: specifically, the gyroelectric parameter can dra- 
matically reduce the equivalent permittivity of the ei- 
genmodes, and so the nihility in the equivalent permittiv- 
ity may be easily achieved in the gyroelectric chiral me- 
dium. Thus the negative refraction may be conveniently 
realized experimentally even far off resonance of the 
permittivity. 

Plasma metamaterials which were recently reported 
[8,9] have advantages over ordinary metamaterials be- 
cause a dynamic change of permittivity and tunable am- 
plitude on the complex plane can be manipulated by ex- 
ternal power supply for plasma generation and adjustable 
gas pressure. Now, if the power of the microwave is be- 
yond ignition threshold of microwave plasmas, electron 
density will be enhanced and lead to additional plasma 
generation which modifies permittivity in space and the 
wave propagation itself; this is a feedback phenomenon. 
Thus, novel schemes are expected to emerge from plas- 
ma generation in metamaterial structures. 

In previous paper [10,11], we modeled the plasma 
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dispersion relation with waves propagation along and 
across the external magnetic field. This chiral magnet- 
ized plasma corresponds to a gyroelectric chiral me- 
dium. In [10,11], we studied and discussed the wave 
propagation under normal conditions of the dispersion 
relation, that is propagation waves with positive refrac- 
tion. Here we review the situation where negative re- 
fraction can occur and show that the dispersion relation 
has some windows or regions where the refraction is 
negative. 

2. Negative Refraction of Magnetized Chiral 
Plasma 

The dispersion relation obtained in [10,11], for electro- 
magnetic waves propagating in a collisionless homoge- 
neous chiral plasma is given by: 
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respectively. The chiral parameter is represented by t. 
Details of circularly polarized waves, the mode 

conversion, the combined effects on the Faraday rotation 
and the chiral behavior of a cold magnetized plasma are 

described in references [10,11]. There, we show results 
of the dispersion relation for positive refraction. In this 
work we study the case of negative refraction, which is  

obtained when the group velocity, gv
k





 has the 

opposite sign to the phase velocity, pv
k


 , but only for  

one polarization. This means that the phase velocity is 
anti parallel to the vector . This is the signature of 
negative refraction. 

k

Since Equation (1) has four roots, there exist four ei- 
gen modes (including the counterpropagating modes and 
their respective mutually perpendicular polarization com- 
ponents) corresponding to a monomode frequency ω. 
Here we point out that the coefficients 4  and 2  have 
explicit physical meanings, which correspond to some 
nontrivial effects. For example, the nonzero coefficient 

4  in Equation (1) will inevitably lead to a non-degen- 
erate |k| (and hence a possibility of backward wave 
propagation and negative refraction in the anisotropic 
material). 

a a

a

In our case 2 0a   but can appear if quantum effects 
are take into account. 

The dispersion relation  , k  given by Equation (1) 
is plotted in Figure 1, with the following considerations: 

 70, 5 10 rad sp    and 72 10 rad s 


c . The 
solid curves are without chirality  and the dashed 
curves are with

 0t 
 0.5t  . Figure 1 shows the dispersion 

relation for these two scenarios. Upper solid curve cor- 
responds to the right circularly polarized wave. 

Plasma media without chirality , gives a dis- 
persion relation with even symmetry because the Equa- 
tion (1) is reduced to 

 0t 

5 0a


4 2

1 3a k a k   . Here, we can 
analyze the phase velocity and the group velocity in this 
magnetized cold plasma. 
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In both cases we find that the phase velocities and 
group have the same sign, which confirms that this plas- 
ma corresponds to conventional cold plasma and there is 
no negative refractive index [12]. This means that the 
backward wave propagation and negative refraction can- 
not arise in gyrotropic (gyroelectric and gyromagnetic) 
materials. 

When chirality is introduced into the media  0.5t  , 
there is a break of symmetry and the function of disper- 
sion is rotated and shifted as shown in Figure 1. Unlike 
the previous case, the group velocity can have the oppo- 
site sign to the phase velocity, so there are regions 
of  , k  where negative refraction is obtained. 
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Figure 1. Dispersion relations for plasma media with and without chirality. Solid curves correspond to t = 0. Dashed curves 
correspond to t = 0.5. Here we reproduce the results obtained in [10,11]. 
 

In Figures 2 and 3, we show two regions or windows 
of the dispersion relation with negative refraction like a 
metamaterial: 

ability of the material are simultaneously negative can 
the negative refractive index be achieved. 
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The plasma is exposed to a magnetic field  0B  di- 
rectly related to the gyrofrequency  c . Figure 4 is 
plotted the dispersion relation for different values of c . 
As shown in this figure, increasing the magnetic field 
 0B  in chiral plasma contracts the region where it acts 
as a left-handed medium. 

With this non dissipative example, we have shown that 
an incident plane wave with positive phase velocity can 
result in a negatively reflected plane wave with negative 
phase velocity, as well as a positively reflected plane- 
wave with positive phase velocity. Also, an incident 
plane wave with negative phase velocity can result in a 
negatively reflected plane wave with positive phase ve- 
locity, as well as a positively reflected plane wave with 
negative phase velocity. Thus, negative reflection is cha- 
racterized by a reversal in the co/contra directionality of 
the wave vector and the time-averaged Poynting vector. 

and 
80 0.3 1k    

the 0phv
k


   and 0gv

k


 


. 

As can be seen, through the chirality, negative refrac- 
tion property is obtained in a plasma medium without 
manipulation of electric permittivity and magnetic per- 
meability. Figures 2 and 3 plot the range of interest for 
different values of chirality t. 

From the previous graphs, we can discern that there is 
some control over the negative refraction through the 
chirality factor. This is a new route to realize the negative 
refraction. The permittivity and permeability in this sce- 
nario can be positive when the backward wave propaga- 
tion is realized. This is a feature that is quite different 
from the previous schemes such as artificial metamateri- 
als [1-6], where only when the permittivity and perme- 

Clearly, 0   is the optimal case for the propagation 
of electromagnetic waves. Figure 5 shows the dispersion 
relation of chiral plasma media  in which waves 
with different incidence angles. 

 0.5t  

Figure 5 shows that increasing the angle of incidence 
of electromagnetic waves, greatly reduces the range where 
negative refraction exists. 

These results can be important to model and to set lim- 
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its to the difference in velocity between right and left 
circulary-polarized waves in interstellar and intergalactic 
space due to effects other than de Faraday rotation [13]. 

As application of this study, one may envisage relativ- 
istic negative refraction being exploited in astronomical 

scenarios such as, for example, in the remote sensing of 
planetary and asteroidal surfaces from space stations. 
Although current research activities relating to negative 
refraction are largely directed towards the nanoscale, it 
may possibly be the case that space telemetry technolo-  

 

 

Figure 2. Dispersion relations for different values of chirality t = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 with .  0k
 

 

Figure 3. Dispersion relations for different values of chirality t = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 with .  0k
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Figure 4. Left-handed medium range for different values of c . 
 

 

Figure 5. Dispersion relation of a chiral plasma medium in which waves affect different angles. 
 
gies will be the first to reap the benefits of negative re- 
fraction. Furthermore, it is possible that many unusual 
effects would be discovered and/or explained by the ap- 
plication of the idea of negative refraction to interpret 
data collected via telescopes, i.e., constraints on pseudo 
photon interaction from CMB polarization observation, 
new results on Faraday rotation of microwave back- 
ground polarization and new measurements of cosmo- 
logical lepton asymmetry. Perhaps, many more planets, 

hitherto hidden, would be lit up on our space maps there- 
by [13-16]. In this context, the coefficient 2  can have 
a physical meaning related to the summation of the wave 
numbers over the four eigen modes, and so a nonzero 
value of 2  means a breaking of the universal symme- 
try in the quantum-vacuum eigen modes inside the mate- 
rial like a magnetized star. For example, the quantum- 
vacuum fluctuation field in such an anisotropic electro- 
magnetic material would have a nonzero electromagnetic 

a

a
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angular momentum (since the universal symmetry of the 
vacuum is broken) and hence the non compensation ef- 
fect of the vacuum eigen modes (the forward and back- 
ward wave modes as well as their respective left- and 
right-handed polarization components) in the anisotropic 
material arises. It is thus possible for the angular mo- 
mentum transfer between the anisotropic electromagnetic 
medium and the quantum vacuum to take place. The co- 
efficient 2  can appear if we study the chiral magnet- 
ized plasma with the constitutive relation of the form 
considered in [17,18] that is with the time variation as 

a

 1t t       c . In a future work, we hope to 
study these phenomena. 

3. Conclusions 

We have theoretically and numerically examined the 
propagation of electromagnetic plane waves with the 
time-averaged Poynting vector directed in opposition to 
the wavevector. Chiral plasma media offer an alterna- 
tive route for negative refraction without manipulation of 
the electric permittivity and magnetic permeability. 

There is some control against the size of the window 
of frequencies where there is negative refraction is de- 
pendent on some variables such as: Chirality degree  t , 
the angle of incidence of electromagnetic wave    and 
the magnetic field strength  0 : cB   

With proper driving of any of these 3 variables can be 
done to increase the range of frequencies where refrac- 
tion is negative. 

By increasing the degree of chirality of plasma results 
in a greater range metamaterial, as well as to minimize 
the angle of incidence of the wave on the plasma medium 
or even reducing the magnetic field which means choos- 
ing frequencies that meet the following relationship 

c p  . The present study demonstrates that the condi- 
tion for negative phase-velocity propagation can be satis- 
fied by non dissipative Faraday chiral medium with con- 
stitutive scalar that are all positives. In this form, we 
show that this scheme offers an alternative route to nega- 
tive refraction without manipulating the effective permi- 
tivity and permeability of the medium. 

The implications of negative refraction propagation 
may facilitate the search for dark matter in the Universe 
and may shed light on other poorly understood phenom- 
ena such as the Pioneer 10. 

One of the important application fields of electromag- 
netic waves in space is information carrier in communi- 
cation between spacecrafts and the base on the earth. One 
of the crucial problems in this area is blackout in space- 
crafts reentering the earth atmosphere [19]. When a 
spacecraft reenters the earth atmosphere, its kinetic en- 
ergy loses through friction against low-pressure air gases, 
and plasma is created beyond the threshold condition 
determined by the energy balance and the air pressure. 

The parameters of plasma surrounding a spacecraft de- 
pend on specific conditions such as the outer shape of the 
spacecraft and reentering speed. One report indicates that 
electron density is on the order of 6 810 -10 cm 3   , and 
the corresponding plasma frequency which is also the 
wave cutoff frequency is at the low microwave range. 
That is, if we set a negative-   material on or just be-
neath the surface of the space craft, low frequency mi-
crowaves can penetrate through the plasma region with 
negative   since the refraction index N becomes real 
and negative [19,20]. 
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